
VILLAGE THEORY TESTIMONIALS

Village Theory 13pc - Palm Beach, FL

I know we mentioned this several times but we just wanted to reiterate how overwhelmingly incredible you were... from the moment we
started working together, to Bradley dealing with crazy requests, to the actual performance...it was just simply perfect. I've been to 25+
weddings over the last few years and I'm not exaggerating when I say...the amount of people praising you guys was unheard of. I've had

3 friends already tell me they want to cancel their band to hire you...to which I'm pretty sure we told them, good luck, maybe in
2025...you'll forever be in our memories, so thanks for making this the night of our lives!! - The Brandels (Bride & Groom)

Village Theory 11pc - New York, NY

Village Theory is unbelievable. I can’t tell you how many people told us it was easily the best wedding band they’ve ever seen, and we
couldn’t agree more. Just incredible energy, unreal talent, and nailed the vibe. They are also all just awesome, fun people and were not
only welcoming with our requests but took them to the next level. You and your whole team have been awesome throughout this whole

process and we hope to one day have a chance to do another event with you guys! - Jordan (Groom)

Village Theory 11pc - New York, NY

I can’t stop raving about the band!!!! Their talent was unreal and the whole staff was amazing to work with. They were the best part of
the night (next to marrying my husband LOL!) Thank you thank you thank you!!! - Casey (Bride)

Village Theory 10pc - Washington, DC

The energy, the sound, the tightness, the look, the feel, the professionalism. ALL OF IT! I cannot wait to work with you again! You
opened the doors strong and kept it going and building all night. You are not just incredibly talented but you are so easy and delightful

to work with. - Evoke DC (Planner)

Village Theory 12pc - New York, NY

Morgan, Bradley, and please share this with the rest of VT, you guys are incredible. We spent countless hours trying to decide on what
band to work with for our wedding and probably had unreasonable expectations, yet somehow you absolutely BLEW AWAY EVERYTHING

we were hoping for in a band. The talent in your group was unbelievable, the way in which you accommodated our requests was
amazing (the Shout rendition was so awesome!!). The energy you brought to the party was incredible and felt so authentic, and most of
all the entire group was just full of great, friendly people. Countless of our friends, who have dragged us to far too many weddings over
the years, told us last night was easily the best band they've ever seen. We are also very appreciative of the supportive and flexible way
in which you accommodated the guest performer rehearsal and performance. You were an absolute pleasure to work with leading up to

the event. Thanks again!



Village Theory 11pc - Miami, FL

This weekend's wedding was amazing! Both nights! The clients were so happy! Your teams are the BEST! Most professional and a
pleasure to work with. Village Theory was so good. Packed dance floor. Thank you so much for always making us shine! Can't wait for

more opportunities to team up with you the soonest!! - Chris Weinberg (Planner)


